Dear Families
These are exciting times at Preschool with fantastic literacy milestones being achieved. Everyone holds a book up the right way and all have a genuine interest and confidence in engaging with stories. We thank Broken Hill Library for continuing to supply us with a wonderful addition to our class library each week. Year 5 reading buddies have returned on Monday as well as Friday. Many are writing names confidently and can label the letters of their names. This term we will focus daily on writing skills which will include play with the woodwork bench which helps fingers get ready for writing! Summer is an expert roller and Anton made a fabulous catapult. Children learn from each other constantly and we are excited about what’s to come. School Orientation sessions and shared morning tea breaks with the Infant’s department of our school are in full swing and it is clear how mature and ‘school ready’ many are becoming.

NEXT WEEK PLEASE NOTE PRESCHOOL IS NOT operating on Wednesday 28th October due to Children’s Week Celebrations – Please meet us there!!

Children's Week is an annual event celebrated in Australia during the fourth week in October. Our Preschool is proud to participate in the “Day in the Park” shared play day and we hope many of you can join us there for all the fun.

We wish all a great weekend.
Lyndal and Andrea